Ph: 0194-2310675
Fax: 0194-2311569

Government of Jammu and Kashmir
Directorate of Agriculture Kashmir
************
Mr. Shabir Ahmad Allaqaband,
Chief Agriculture Officer,
District Budgam.

No: Agri/Estt/NG/2018-19/3043-78
Dated: 06 -10-2018.
Subject: Verification of orders and other allied documents in respect of Casual Labours of
District Budgam seeking regularization under SRO-520 of 2017, dated: 21.12.2017.
Sir,
While scruitinizing the documents of so called Casual Labours seeking
regularization under SRO-520 of 2017, dated: 21.12.2017, it has been observed that most of the
orders issued by the then officers incharge in respect of Casual Labours seems to be fictitious or
otherwise, therefore needs either to be re-authenticated by your office for their genuinity or if
otherwise F.I.R. needs to be lodged against all defaulting casual labours who are seeking
regularization under the said SRO on fake or fictitious orders. Such illegal acts put a shadow
on the credibility of the Institutions governing the Administrative affairs who otherwise are duty
bound to be honest in disposing off the official matters. Therefore such illegal acts needs to be
arrested for restoring the writ of institutions required for good governance so that fairer
decisions are taken within the purview of Law that too in time bound manner.
It is disheartening to find such instances of fake orders allegedly submitted to this
office and therefore this office contemplates to refer such cases to Crime Branch Srinagar
for investigation so that all defaulting officers/ officials involved in their heinous crimes are
exposed and penalized within the provisions of Law. In this backdrop you are requested to
authenticate all orders shown to be issued from time to time by concerned officers in light of
records, maintained at the respective offices corresponding to the dispatch registers of a
particular year.
All the files are returned for necessary action and be returned to this office only after
needful is done.
Sd/(Altaf Aijaz Andrabi)
Director Agriculture
Kashmir
Copy to the:
Deputy Commissioner, Budgam for favour of information.
Joint Director Agriculture Inputs/Extn/Engg/PC Mushrooms.
Chief Agriculture Officer Sgr/ Gbl/ Bud/ Pul/ Shpn/ Ant/ Kul/ Bla/ Bpr/ Kup
Dy. Director Law Enforcement/ DD FTEC, Agri. Chemist/ SSO/ Seed Pathologist/ Agrostologist/
Mush. Splst./Seed Analyst/ Asstt. Agrostologist/ AD R&F/ Asstt. Ento./ FDO/ SPO/ PDO/ DSCO/
Manager SMF Padgampora………
………………….for inf. and similar n/ action.
Pvt. Secretary to Commissioner/Secretary to Govt. APD for favour of kind information of the
Commissioner/ Secretary.
President Agriculture Officers Association (Gazetted)
President Agriculture Employees Association (Non-Gazetted)
President Class-IV Agriculture Employees Association.
President Casual Labours Association, Agri. Deptt. Kashmir .

